Bedside placement of peripherally inserted central catheters: a cost-effectiveness analysis.
To compare two strategies for placement of peripherally inserted central catheters (PICCs). In strategy A, all PICC placements were initially attempted at the patient's bedside by trained intravenous (i.v.) nurses, with failures referred to the interventional radiology (IR) service. In strategy B, all PICCs were placed by interventional radiologists under fluoroscopic and/or venographic guidance. Decision analysis and cost-effectiveness models were constructed with commercially available software. Data used in the model were obtained from a review of the authors' experience with bedside placement of PICCs by an i.v. team and data obtained from the literature. The cost-effectiveness of strategy A relative to strategy B depends on (a) the ability of the i.v. team to access a vein at the patient's bedside, (b) the cost of fluoroscopy or the IR suite, and (c) the intended use of the PICC. If the cost of fluoroscopy or the IR suite exceeds $100, strategy A is more cost-effective for most intended PICC uses. If the cost is less than $75, strategy B is more cost-effective for all intended PICC uses. If the cost is between $75 and $100, the most cost-effective strategy depends on the intended use of the PICC and the need to have the tip placed at the junction of the superior vena cava and right atrium.